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Constructing core backbone grid is conducive to strengthen the construction of grid structure and improve the ability of
withstanding natural disasters. The survivability index of power grid is made up of four indices, namely, the resistibility,
recoverability, security, and connectivity. Based on survivability, a method of constructing core backbone grid with the optimal
criteria of the minimal total line length and the largest integrated survivability index is put forward. The biogeography-based
optimization (BBO) algorithm is used to search for the core backbone grid. Compared with the traditional algorithms, BBO
algorithm shows advantages in fast speed of convergence and high convergence precision. Moreover, the searching results for three
kinds of objective functions by BBO algorithm verify the effectiveness of the proposed model of constructing core backbone grid.

1. Introduction

For the past few years, power grid in China is constantly dam-
aged by extreme natural disasters due to the failure of past
standards of power facilities unable to resist the increasing
natural disasters [1, 2]. Therefore, it is necessary to design the
standards of disaster resistance levels differentially, according
to the various lines’ geographical landforms and climate
conditions where power transmission lines are crossed. The
goal of differential planning design is to confirm the core
backbone grid, which is made up of important lines that can
guarantee continuous power supply of the important load
when the major natural disasters attack [3, 4]. Constructing
core backbone grid is significant to improve the stability of
the power grid’s structure, reduce the secondary investment
of repairing, and rebuild the harm of power grid caused by
natural disasters, as well as guarantee power grid’s safe and
reliable operation under severe natural disasters [5, 6].

The concept of survivability is firstly put forward by
Hollway and Neumann [7] in 1993. Survivability of system
refers to the ability that the system can complete its critical
services in a timely manner and restore its basic services as
soon as possible when it is subjected to an attack, failure,

or a sudden incident [8]. Survivability has been widely
concerned in the complex network and information system
as a new research area [9, 10], but its application in the
related fields of power system is relatively less [11, 12]. Con-
sidering survivability is helpful to keep the system alive with
supportive network structure. In that case, the constructed
core backbone grid has a strong resistance, restorative ability,
and connectivity. A key method of line identification based
on network survivability evaluation was proposed in [13].
A searching model and a searching method of backbone
grid were also presented, which has certain enlightening
significance. But the survivability index of this method is
relatively simple, and the search algorithm is easy to fall into
local optimal solution. The survivability index system that
can systematically reflect information system is proposed in
[14]. The formalized description and mathematical model
were given as well. It has done pioneered work in establishing
survivability index of power system.

The search of core backbone grid involves nonlinear,mul-
tivariate, and discontinuous optimization problem, which
depends on artificial intelligence algorithms [15, 16]. As a new
kind of artificial intelligence algorithm, BBO algorithm based
on species migration patterns has achieved good results in
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parameter identification [17], fault diagnosis [18], and image
classification [19], as well as transmission network planning
[20] and other fields [21, 22]. It is shown that the algorithmhas
advantages of less set parameters, light computational work,
fast convergence speed, and good stability. Therefore, BBO
algorithm is adopted to search the optimal solution of core
backbone grid in this paper.

A new method of constructing core backbone grid
considering survivability is put forward in this paper. The
indices of survivability are built from factors of resistibility,
recoverability, security, and connectivity. The largest inte-
grated survivability index and the minimum total length
of the backbone grid’s lines are regarded as the optimal
solution of objective function, given network connectivity
and power grid’s safe operation as constraint conditions. BBO
algorithmprovidedwith strong search ability is used to search
backbone grid. Empirical simulations show that the proposed
method is accurate and effective, with additional advantages
of fast convergence speed and high convergence precision
over themethods such as particle swarm optimization (PSO),
binary ant colony algorithm (BACA), and genetic algorithm
(GA).

2. Basic Method of Constructing
Core Backbone Grid

The key of differential planning design is to determine the
selecting principles and construction standards of affordable
power supply, load, andnetwork frame.Then, the quantitative
evaluationmethod is adopted to identify the key components
and build core backbone grid, increasing the resistant stan-
dards of disasters of element differentially. In this way, the
systemguarantees the delivery capacity of important load and
power supply as well as the ability of the interval exchange
capacity, promising the system recovered and reconstructed
on the basis of the core backbone grid. The core method
lies in that it is the viability and self-healing ability instead
of the emergency control and scheduling dispatch during
disaster and the repair and reconstruction after disaster that
alleviate the damage of major natural disasters to the power
grid. Therefore, the core backbone grid needs to satisfy the
following conditions: (a) to guarantee the continuous power
supply of the important load and the reliable transmission
of the important power; (b) to make the rack satisfy the
constraints of power grid’s safe operation as well as network’s
topology connectivity; (c) to meet the total length of the
subrack’s line to be shortest from the perspective of economy;
(d) to meet the survivability of the subrack to be stronger
from the perspective of the optimal network topology
configuration.

Survivability is one of the most important constraints of
the core backbone grid, and it has great influence in resistance
ability, resilience, and the stability of the overall network
topology of the rack against natural disaster. Therefore,
establishing an index system of survivability effectively and
then determining the comprehensive indicators of network
survivability are the key steps to construct core backbone
grid.

3. The Index System of Power
Grid Survivability

Survivability of power grid is defined as the ability of ensuring
continuous power supply to important loads that relied on
the high design standards of the core backbone grid, as well
as restoring power supply for other loads gradually based
on the network frame when major natural disasters attack.
The index system of survivability is built from these four
aspects as follows: resistibility, recoverability, security, and
connectivity, by which the integrated index of survivability
is finally obtained.

3.1. The Index of Resistibility. Resistibility of power grid
reflects the resistance where the system provides power sup-
ply for the important loads with major natural disasters. The
three indicators, namely, preserving rate of lines, preserving
rate of nodes, and preserving rate of loads, are introduced to
evaluate resistibility.

Preserving rate of lines 𝛼𝑙 is as follows:

𝛼𝑙 =

dim (𝐿) − 𝐿 failure
dim (𝐿)

, (1)

where dim(𝐿) is the number of original rack’s lines and
𝐿 failure is the number of failure lines of the remaining net-
work frame after natural disasters compared to the original
rack.

Preserving rate of nodes 𝛼𝑏 is as follows:

𝛼𝑏 =

dim (𝐵) − 𝐵 failure
dim (𝐵)

, (2)

where dim(𝐵) is the number of original rack’s nodes and
𝐵 failure is the number of failure nodes of the remaining net-
work frame after natural disasters compared to the original
rack.

Preserving rate of loads 𝛼𝑐 is as follows:

𝛼𝑐 =

dim (𝐶) − 𝐶 failure
dim (𝐶)

, (3)

where dim(𝐶) is the number of original rack’s lodes
and 𝐶 failure is the number of failure loads of the remaining
network frame after natural disasters compared to the origi-
nal rack.

3.2. The Index of Recoverability. Recoverability of power grid
reflects whether the power grid can recover after suffering
from natural disasters, and to what extent it can recover. The
generator standby indicator and load recovery degree index
are introduced to evaluate recoverability.

The generator standby indicator 𝛽𝑔 is as follows:

𝛽𝑔 =

𝑚𝑔

∑

𝑖=1

(

𝐺𝑖max − 𝐺𝑖

𝐺𝑖max
) , (4)

where 𝐺𝑖 is the actual output of the generator 𝑖 in the back-
bone grid, which is the output power of the gener-
ator 𝑖 obtained by power flow calculation of the core back-
bone grid. 𝐺𝑖max is the largest capacity of the generator 𝑖 in
the backbone grid.𝑚𝑔 is the total number of generators.
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The load recovery degree index 𝛽𝑐 is as follows:

𝛽𝑐 =

∑
dim(𝐵)−𝐵 failure
𝑗=1

𝑆𝑗𝑚 − 𝑆𝑗

∑
dim(𝐵)−𝐵 failure
𝑗=1

𝑆𝑗𝑚

, (5)

where 𝑆𝑗𝑚 is the active load of node 𝑗 in the backbone network
frame scheme, which is the biggest active load that node 𝑗 can
bear. 𝑆𝑗 is the actual active load of node 𝑗 in the backbone
network frame scheme, which is the active load that node 𝑗
needs to afford according to the scheme of the backbone grid.
They need to meet the safe operation conditions and ensure
the rack’s load to be largest.

3.3. The Index of Security. The less important lines of core
backbone grid after natural disasters are checked by 𝑁 − 1

criteria; the safety margin of core backbone grid is analyzed
by the index of security called Sft, mainly including the
index of bus voltage fluctuation and index of branch power
fluctuation.

The difference between the current bus voltage and upper
or lower limits of bus voltage is regarded as the index of
bus voltage fluctuation, namely, 𝛾𝐿𝑗, which is to measure the
current bus voltage with following expression:

𝛾𝐿𝑗 =

{
{
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(6)

where |𝑈𝑗|, |𝑈𝑗0|, |𝑈𝑗,max|, and |𝑈𝑗,min| are the amplitude of
current voltage, nominal amplitude, the upper limit, and the
lower limit of Bus 𝑗, respectively.

The bus voltage fluctuations of all nodes in the core
backbone grid are taken advantages as the average bus voltage
fluctuation, namely, 𝛾𝐿, which can be expressed as

𝛾𝐿 =

1

dim (𝐵) − 𝐵 failure

dim(𝐵)−𝐵 failure
∑

𝑗=1

𝛾𝐿𝑗. (7)

The difference between the current branch power and
upper or lower limit of branch power is regarded as the index
of branch power fluctuation, namely, 𝜆𝐿𝑘, which is used to
analyze the current branch power flow. Its expression is as
follows:
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(8)

where |𝑃𝑘|, |𝑃𝑘0|, |𝑃𝑘,max|, and |𝑃𝑘,min| are the amplitude of
current power, nominal amplitude, the upper limit, and the
lower limit of Branch 𝑘, respectively.

The average branch power fluctuations, 𝜆𝐿, are defined
as the mean of the sum of all lines of the branch power
fluctuations in the core backbone grid with the expression of

𝜆𝐿 =

1

dim (𝐿) − 𝐿 failure

dim(𝐿)−𝐿 failure
∑

𝑘=1

𝜆𝐿𝑘.
(9)

3.4. The Index of Connectivity. The relative tightness degree
and the relative condensation degree of the grid are intro-
duced to evaluate connectivity.

(1) The Relative Tightness Degree of the Grid. If the node 𝑗 has
𝐾𝑗 adjacent nodes, there are atmost𝐾𝑗(𝐾𝑗−1)/2 lines among
these nodes. Assuming that the actual linking lines are 𝑡𝑗, in
that case, the clustering coefficient of the node 𝑗 is defined as
follows:

𝐶𝑗 =

2𝑡𝑗

𝐾𝑗 (𝐾𝑗 − 1)

. (10)

The tightness degree of the grid is obtained by the
weighted average of all nodes of 𝐶𝑗 in backbone grid, which is
a parameter that shows the connected degree of neighboring
nodes, and is expressed as

𝐶 =

∑
dim(𝐵)−𝐵 failure
𝑗=1

𝐶𝑗

dim (𝐵) − 𝐵 failure

=

∑
dim(𝐵)−𝐵failure
𝑗=1

2𝑡𝑗/ 𝐾𝑗 (𝐾𝑗 − 1)

dim (𝐵) − 𝐵failure
.

(11)

If the tightness degree of the original grid is 𝐶0, the
relative tightness degree of the backbone grid is as follows:

𝜑 =

𝐶

𝐶0

. (12)

(2) The Relative Condensation Degree of the Grid. The relative
condensation degree of the grid is the reciprocal of the
product of the number of nodes and the weighted average of
the shortest path shown as

𝜕 =

1

𝑛 ⋅ 𝑙

. (13)

The traditional shortest path is the minimum number of
edges between two nodes. Considering the actual conditions
of power system and assigning the length of the transmission
line as the lines’ weight coefficients, the weighted average of
the shortest path of backbone grid is as follows:

𝑙 =

2

𝑛 × (𝑛 − 1)

∑𝑑


𝑖𝑗
, (14)

where 𝑑
𝑖𝑗
is the weighted number of edges that the shortest

path passes through and 𝑛 is the total number of nodes in the
grid.

By substituting formula (14) into formula (13), the con-
densation degree of the backbone grid is

𝜕 =

𝑛 − 1

2∑𝑑


𝑖𝑗

=

dim (𝐵) − 𝐵 failure − 1

2∑𝑑


𝑖𝑗

. (15)

Given the condensation degree of the original grid as 𝜕0,
the relative condensation degree of the backbone grid is as
follows:

𝜙 =

𝜕

𝜕0

. (16)
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3.5. Integrated Index of Survivability. There are four indica-
tors included in the index system of power grid survivability.
Primary level (Level 1) of index is the integrated index of
survivability, while the secondary level (Level 2) of indices
is resistibility, recoverability, security, and connectivity index,
and the tertiary level (Level 3) of indices is made up by
refining indicators of each secondary index. The indexes of
Level m can be calculated by the indexes of Level 𝑚 + 1

according to the following principles.
Vector R𝑚 = (𝑅𝑚1, 𝑅𝑚2, . . . , 𝑅𝑚𝜂)

𝑇 is set as the individual
risk index vector of survivability’s Level m indexes. 𝜂 is the
total number of Level𝑚+1 indicators. 𝑅𝑚𝑖 is the single index
i of Level m indexes. The survivability index of Level m is
defined as follows:

R𝑚𝑠 = 𝑎1 ×

1

𝜂





R𝑚




1

+ 𝑏1 ×




R𝑚




∞

, (17)

where 𝑎1 and 𝑏1 are weight coefficients to satisfy the equation
of 𝑎1 +𝑏1 = 1 and ‖R𝑚‖1 and ‖R𝑚‖∞ are 1 norm and∞ norm
of vector R𝑚, respectively. Consider
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(18)

Therefore, the integrated index of survivability is
expressed as follows:

Surv = 𝛼 ×

1

4

‖R‖1 + 𝛽 × ‖R‖∞, (19)

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are weighted coefficients that meet the need of
𝛼 + 𝛽 = 1; R = (Resis,Recov, 𝑆𝑓𝑡,Connec)𝑇.

4. The Mathematical Model of Constructing
the Core Backbone Grid

The core backbone grid includes (1) the important power
source nodes; (2) load nodes; (3) key circuits; (4) the nodes
connected to the key circuits that should be guaranteed
according to the practical situation; (5) the lines and nodes
that need to be preserved considering the constrains of
network connectivity, tide of constraints, the shortest length
of total lines, and the largest integrated index of survivability.
Therefore, mathematical model of constructing core back-
bone grid is as follows:

min 𝑓 =

𝐿1/𝐿0

Surv

s.t. 𝐿1 =

dim(𝐿)−𝐿 failure
∑

𝑖=1

𝑙𝑖𝑥𝑖

𝐿0 =

dim(𝐿)
∑

𝑖=1

𝑙𝑖𝑥𝑖

𝜙 (𝑥) = 𝜙 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑙) = 1

𝑔 (𝑥) = 0

ℎ (𝑥) ≤ 0.

(20)

In the formula, 𝑥𝑖 denotes the on or off state of the lines;
1 means on and 0 means off. 𝑙𝑖 is the length of line i. 𝐿1 is
the total length of the backbone grid and 𝐿0 is that of the
original grid. 𝐿1/𝐿0 is the normalized value of the backbone
grid’s total length compared with the original grid. The value
of 𝐿1/𝐿0 is in the (0, 1) and compared with Surv. 𝜙(𝑥) is
the function to test the connectivity. 𝜙(𝑥) = 1 refers to the
fact that the network is connected, while 𝜙(𝑥) = 0 indicates
that the network is disconnected. 𝑔(𝑥) = 0 is the equality
constraint for the power flow. ℎ(𝑥) ≤ 0 is the inequality
constraint for the power flow.

5. Search of the Backbone Grid
Based on BBO Algorithm

5.1. The Basic Method of BBO Algorithm. Biogeography-
based optimization algorithm is a new type of evolution-
ary algorithm that uses the biogeography theory to solve
optimization problems. Its basic idea is as follows. Firstly, a
number of relatively independent habitats are constructed as
candidate solutions. Secondly, the species share information
through migration between habitats and update the infor-
mation through mutation. Finally, the most fitted habitat is
selected, and the optimal solution of the problem is obtained
[23, 24]. For the multiobjective optimization problems of the
core backbone grid, the appropriate index HIS is adopted
to express the objective function of the mathematical model
of constructing core backbone grid, that is, (𝐿1/𝐿0)/Surv.
The variable SIV is used to show variables included in
each habitat, namely, the state of lines. There are mainly
two operations included in the algorithm, migration and
mutation.

(1) Migration Operation. The migration operation is for the
information exchange with other habitats, in order to search
for the solution in the wide area. Since the linear species
migration model cannot accurately simulate the complex
process of species migration of the practical biological envi-
ronment, the cosine migration model which is more similar
to the nature process is adopted to simulate migration rate
and is shown in Figure 1.

The immigration rate 𝜆(𝑆) and emigration rate 𝜇(𝑆) of
cosine migration model are shown as follows, respectively:

𝜆 (𝑆) =

𝐼

2

(cos(𝑆𝜋

𝑆𝑚

) + 1) ,

𝜇 (𝑆) =

𝐸

2

(− cos(𝑆𝜋

𝑆𝑚

) + 1) .

(21)

In this migration model, I denotes the largest immigra-
tion rate, E is the biggest emigration rate, S is the number of
species, and 𝑆𝑚 is the maximum number of species. When
there are less or more species in the habitat, immigration rate
and emigration rate change smoothly. When habitat has a
certain number of species, immigration rate and emigration
rate change relatively fast.
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Figure 1: Cosine migration model.

(2) Mutation Operation. Mutation operation is to increase the
diversity of population. The probability of the habitat, 𝑃𝑠, has
a number of species S.The variation rate is found out through
the following formula:

𝑀(S) = 𝑀max (1 −
𝑃𝑠

𝑃𝑚

) , (22)

where𝑀max is the biggestmutation rate and it can be adjusted
according to the requirements of different users. 𝑃𝑚 is the
maximum of 𝑃𝑠.

Mutation operation makes the solution of lower HIS
improve by variation and makes the higher HIS obtain the
opportunity of improving their solutions.

5.2. Search of Core Backbone Grid Based on BBO Algorithm.
Themultiobjective optimization problem of constructing the
core backbone grid is solved by BBO algorithm to obtain the
high survivability. Specific steps are as follows.

Step 1. Initiate the original grid’s parameters needed, includ-
ing the node loads, the output of generators, and the proposed
paths. The control parameters of the BBO algorithm are
initialized as well. The initial population P that meets the
constraint condition is randomly generated.

Step 2. The suitability index of the habitat is calculated and
sorted. The individual optimal solution, Xbest, is saved and
then judged whether it meets the end condition. If yes,
the results are output and then converted to backbone grid
scheme and, in that case, the program is over. Otherwise,
continue to Step 3.

Step 3. The cosine migration model is established. The
habitat’s species number, immigration rate, and emigration
rate are calculated.

Step 4. The migration operation is performed to form a
new population P1. The suitability index of the habitat is

recalculated, and then the optimal solution Xbest1is updated.

Step 5. The mutation operation is carried out, and then the
optimal solution of the population Xbest2 is updated.

Step 6. Determine whether it meets the maximum number
of iterations. If satisfied, the results are output and then
converted to core backbone grid scheme. In that case, the
program is over. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

6. Case Study

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
the core backbone grid of IEEE118 node system is constructed
based onBBOalgorithm, taking the power grid’s survivability
into account.The system includes 118 nodes and 179 branches,
with 53 generator nodes. Except for the nodes of 17, 22, 23, 57,
58, 84, 102, 108, 109, and 114, other loadnodes are all important
loads.

The parameters of BBO algorithm are set as follows: the
population sizeN is set as 50, the largest number of iterations
𝑘max is 200, the largest mutation rate𝑀max is 0.01, the biggest
immigration rate I and emigration rate E are both set as 1, and
the global mobility 𝑃mod is 1. The optimal scheme of core
backbone grid considering survivability searched by BBO
algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The solid points represent
generator nodes. The hollow points denote the load nodes.
The reserved lines of the core backbone grid are in the blue
solid lines. This scheme of core backbone grid is composed
of 71 nodes and 70 lines, including 19 generator nodes and 44
load nodes.

In order to verify the performance of BBO algorithm,
PSO algorithm, BACA algorithm, and GA algorithm are
used to search the core backbone grid, and their popula-
tion size and maximum number of iterations are set the
same as BBO algorithm. Based on the characteristics of
randomness of the algorithm, the statistical results of the
four kinds of algorithms are listed in Table 1 with total
independence of 50 times. The curves of suitability index
with four kinds of algorithms optimal scheme are shown in
Figure 3.

From Table 1 and Figure 3, the results indicate that the
best value and the worst value of BBO search’s objective
function are relatively smaller. In that case, the precision
of objective function searched by BBO algorithm is higher.
Meanwhile, BBO algorithmhas got 32 searches of the optimal
solution, which shows that this algorithm has a stronger
convergence ability compared with other three kinds of
algorithms. In addition, it can be concluded from Figure 3
that BBO algorithm has obvious advantages in convergence
rate compared with the other three kinds of algorithms.

The optimal core backbone grid schemes of three objec-
tive functions searched by BBO algorithm are presented in
Table 2.

Three kinds of objective functions are set as follows.

min𝑓1 = 𝑎1 refers to the fact that the number of lines
is the least, where 𝑎1 expresses the total number of
lines.
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Figure 2: Core backbone grid scheme for IEEE 118-bus power system based on BBO algorithm.

Table 1: Comparison of objective function solution by different
algorithms.

Algorithm
Objective function

Best
value

Worst
value

Average
value

Time of optimal
solution

BBO 0.3118 0.3304 0.3163 32
PSO 0.3151 0.3433 0.3310 20
BACA 0.3252 0.3441 0.3320 18
GA 0.3542 0.3722 0.3610 25

min𝑓2 = (𝐿1/𝐿0)/Surv refers to the shortest length
of total lines and the largest integrated survivability
index.
min𝑓3 = 𝐿1 refers to the minimum length of lines.

From Table 2, under the objective function of min𝑓1 =
𝑎1, the number of lines of the core backbone grid’s optimal
scheme is 67, and the total length of lines is 6.3739. Under

Table 2: Comparison of the optimal scheme of core backbone grid
under different objective functions based on BBO algorithm.

Objective function
The optimal scheme

𝑎1

𝐿1/𝐿0

surv
𝐿1

min 𝑓1 = 𝑎1 67 0.4170 6.3739

min 𝑓2 =

𝐿1/𝐿0

surv
70 0.3119 5.4490

min 𝑓
3
= 𝐿
1

75 0.3515 5.3898

the objective function of min𝑓2 = (𝐿1/𝐿0)/Surv, there are
70 lines in the lines’ collection and the total length of lines is
5.4490. Meanwhile, 75 lines are in the core backbone grid’s
optimal scheme under the objective function min𝑓3 = 𝐿1

with total length of 5.3898. Since 𝐿1/𝐿0 in the objective
function 𝑓2 reflects the content of the objective function
𝑓3 and the preserving rate indicators of survivability in the
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Figure 3: Contrast of suitability index curve of 4 kinds of algorithm
optimal solution.

objective function 𝑓2 also reflect the content of the objective
function 𝑓1, it is reasonable that the searched number of
lines and the total length of lines of 𝑓2 is between that
of 𝑓1 and 𝑓3. Thus, the correctness and effectiveness of
search algorithm proposed in this paper are verified. In
addition, the objective function, 𝑓2, of constructing the
core backbone grid takes into account the resistibility, the
recoverability, and the configuration of the network frame,
compared with the commonly used objective functions, 𝑓1
and 𝑓3, which emphasizes economic benefits. This method
reflects the characteristic of network frame more compre-
hensively and gives insights into improving the resistance
of power grid against natural disasters and in differentiation
design.

7. Conclusions

(1)The index system of survivability is proposed and is made
up of resistibility, recoverability, security, and connectivity.
Based on the index system of power grid survivability,
the model of constructing core backbone grid with the
target of the shortest length of total lines and the largest
integrated survivability index is built. The results of the case
study show that the model can well balance the factors of
economy, resistibility, recoverability, and the configuration of
the network frame giving insights of differentiated planning
with reasonable design schemes.

(2) Compared with the other three kinds of traditional
algorithms, BBO algorithm has higher precision and better
convergence speed in searching for the optimal solution of
core backbone grid.

(3)The system of IEEE118 nodes is studied. The multiple
operational results of the four different algorithms and the
search results for three kinds of objective functions by BBO

algorithm are compared. In that case, the rationality of the
proposed model and the superiority of search algorithm are
verified.

Nomenclature

𝛼𝑙 : Preserving rate of line
dim(𝐿) : The number of original rack’s lines
𝐿 failure : The number of failure lines of the

remaining grid
𝛼𝑏 : Preserving rate of node
dim(𝐵) : The number of original rack’s nodes
𝐵 failure : The number of failure nodes of the

remaining grid
𝛼𝑐 : Preserving rate of load
dim(𝐶) : The number of original rack’s loads
𝐶 failure : The number of failure loads of the

remaining grid
𝛽𝑔 : Generator standby indicator
𝐺𝑖 : Actual output of generator 𝑖 in backbone

grid
𝐺𝑖max : Largest capacity of generator 𝑖 in backbone

grid
𝛽𝑐 : Load recovery degree index
𝑆𝑗 : Active load of node 𝑗 in the backbone grid
𝑆𝑗𝑚 : Actual active load of node 𝑗 in the

backbone
𝛾𝐿𝑗 : Index of bus voltage fluctuation
|𝑉𝑗| : The amplitude of BUS j’s current voltage
|𝑉𝑗0| : Nominal amplitude of Bus 𝑗
|𝑉𝑗,max| : The upper limit of Bus 𝑗
|𝑉𝑗,min| : The lower limit of Bus 𝑗
𝛾𝐿 : Average bus voltage fluctuation
𝜆𝐿𝑘 : Index of branch power fluctuation
|𝑃𝑘| : The amplitude of Branch k’s current power
|𝑃𝑘0| : Nominal amplitude of Branch 𝑘

|𝑃𝑘,max| : The upper limit of Branch 𝑘

|𝑃𝑘,min| : The lower limit of Branch 𝑘

𝜆𝐿 : Average branch power fluctuation
𝐶𝑗 : Clustering coefficient of the node 𝑗
𝐶 : Tightness degree of the backbone grid
𝐶0 : Tightness degree of the original grid
𝜑 : Relative tightness degree of the backbone

grid
𝜕 : Condensation degree of the backbone grid
𝜕0 : Condensation degree of the original grid
𝜙 : Relative condensation degree of backbone

grid
𝑥𝑖 : The state of line’s input or excision
𝑙𝑖 : The length of line 𝑖
𝐿1 : The total length of the backbone grid
𝐿0 : The total length of the original grid
𝜙(𝑥) : Judging function of connectivity
𝜆(𝑆) : Immigration rate
𝜇(𝑆) : Emigration rate
𝑃𝑠 : Probability of the habitat with 𝑆 species
𝑀(𝑆) : Variation rate
𝑀max : Biggest mutation rate
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𝑃𝑚 : Themaximum of 𝑃𝑠
𝑎1 : Total number of lines.
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